INNOVATION CONTEST

OBJECTIVE
The Innovation Contest is back and better than ever! This competition encourages students to use out of the box approaches for problem solving. Teams will develop solutions to their chosen civil engineering topic through the application process and receive coaching from industry professionals.

ELIGIBILITY
Per contest guidelines, no restriction on how many members can be in a team. However, teams between two (2) and four (4) members are recommended.

PROCEDURE
Please review the contest website for Innovation Contest requirements and recommendations. The entry should address selected civil engineering topics and conform to the pilot requirements.

SUBMITTALS
Submittals must adhere to the contest guidelines. Please review the application process and schedule for the Southeast Region. Teams should prepare to bring a USB drive with any necessary presentation material for their shark-tank and poster presentation the day of the competition.

JUDGING
The scoring criteria and judging process for this competition will adhere to the contest guidelines.